The Renegade Royals Series

Lost in a Royal Kiss (novella 1)
Secrets for Seducing a Royal Bodyguard (RR 1)
Confessions of a Royal Bridegroom (RR2)
Tall, Dark, and Royal (novella 2)
How to Plan a Wedding for a Royal Spy (RR3)
How to Marry a Royal Highlander (RR4)

The Stanton Family

Mastering the Marquess (book 1)
Sex and the Single Earl (book 2)
My Favorite Countess (book 3)
His Mistletoe Bride (book 4)

One Kiss for Christmas (connected short story in A Grosvenor Square Christmas)

Standalone Stories

An Invitation to Sin (novella anthology)
His Wicked Revenge (short story)